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Meeting Minutes

For: September 11, 2003

Introductions:

Co-Presidents Lisa Coats, lcoats@scils.rutgers.edu
Lynn Gates, lgates@eden.rutgers.edu
Secretary Caryn Radick, cradick@rutgers.edu
Treasurer AnnaLee Pauls, apauls@princeton.edu
Webmaster Jim Bongiovanni, jbongiov@eden.rutgers.edu
Digital Photographer Thea Constantine, theaco@eden.rutgers.edu

As this was the first meeting of the semester and was attended by many
new members, the introduction included an explanation of SOURCE and
its goals.

# in attendance: 17

List serv: paperpeople@scils.rutgers.edu

Field Trips: A field trip to the archives and special collections of
the Princeton Theological Seminary and the Institute for Advanced
Studies is being arranged. The trip will most likely take place on the
afternoon of Friday, October 17.
Other possible field trips have been proposed, and include corporate
archives and a bindery visit, and will be announced when arranged.
Tours of Rutgers archives and special collections may also occur.

Meeting Times and Places: Due to the change in evening classes (from
7:00 to 6:30), meetings will most likely occur between 5:30 and 6:30 on
Thursday evenings. A meeting place was to be determined.

Source Brochure: The SOURCE brochure was displayed and attendees were
requested for suggestions.

SCILS Day: Co-president Lynn Gates will attend a session on SCILS Day,
Weds., October 15, for which SOURCE has been asked to set up tables
with SOURCE members available to talk to participants. We have asked
for volunteers for the tables, and may share a table with another
group.

Follow Up: Last spring, SOURCE had been working at arranging a
bookmaking workshop with Rutgers conservator, Kristen St. John. As St.
John has since left Rutgers, this will be put on hold.